What Can UNITYSYNC® Do for You?
UnitySync is a directory synchronization program that connects directories and copies data between them.
It takes the hassle out of merging directories by synchronizing email and contact information between 2
(or more!) directories. After a synchronization run, users see email addresses and contact information in
their own directory. Imagine trying to do that manually. UnitySync takes just a few minutes to install, is
quick and easy to configure, and is just as easy to use. You’ll be running your first synchronization in no
time!

UnitySync Basics
You probably have a few questions about UnitySync’s basic features and operation. Here are answer to
some of the most commonly asked questions.
What object types does UnitySync create?
The short answer is any object type you need! For example, UnitySync creates users, contacts,
groups and hidden objects in Active Directory. Of course, object types possible are determined by
your directory type.
Does UnitySync add a metadirectory to our directory?
Updates are done directly between directories without the need for an intermediate directory. No
meta-directory is needed or added.
Will we need a separate database to run UnitySync?
No additional database is needed to synchronize directories.
Will we need to add extra software or directory servers to our existing one(s)?
UnitySync uses local domain accounts so there is no need for extra software or servers.
How does UnitySync handle “task force” operations?
It delivers quick installation, and removal, to remote deployed locations as needed.
What about security and encryption? Is our information safe?
No need to worry. UnitySync supports LDAP/SSL encryption, encrypts all passwords and text data
files (e.g. LDIF data) as well as text input files.
Do we need to create an admin account?
While administrative credentials are the easiest to use, all you need is a local user account with specific rights.
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Configuring and Using UnitySync
Configuring UnitySync is as easy as choosing the source and destination directories, then entering connection information details. Changes or modifications to UnitySync’s settings are also painless. There is no
need for scripting – customizations are made in the user interface.
UnitySync can also:
•
•
•
•

run with one central copy OR with multiple copies run by local directory managers.
be centrally configured and then easily distributed for local execution.
“unsync” a synchronization run if needed.
automatically calculate deltas based on the directory’s update history.

Why UnitySync?
UnitySync is perfect for any directory environment and handles many types of directories out of the box.
Configure it for any size company, small or large – even at the enterprise level – and license per directory,
not per seat. It also comes with professional, one-on-one phone/email technical support as well as same
day responses to most of your support needs.
Some additional advantages are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

minimal server requirements for normal operation; it only needs a 2 Ghz CPU with a minimum of 1
GB of memory, 30 MB for software, and 2 MB per 1,000 objects synchronized
it operates over connections as slow as 56KB
a LAN environment with 120,000++ objects synced per hour
supports twenty-three directory types out of the box including Microsoft Active Directory/Exchange, Domino/Lotus Notes, OpenLDAP, ODBC, Groupwise and more
FREE technical support and software upgrades for one year
continuous technical support and software upgrades with yearly renewals
speedy escalation and turnaround of client enhancement requests
overseas support from local Partners in Europe, Australia/New Zealand, Africa/Middle East
no per-user costs or limits; pricing is per installation, per number of directories being synchronized
15% discount for non-profit organizations

Start Using UnitySync Today
Explore UnitySync's flexibility and customization for yourself. Request a 15 day evaluation license key and
download link via the Downloads section of our website. If you have any questions, contact us at
support@dirwiz.com.
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